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Abstract 

Assessing the success of a translated text is one of the controversial topics often discussed in the field of translation 
studies. The definition of a so-called successful translation is itself controversial. Therefore, for the purpose of this 
study, the success of a given translation may be defined as transmitting a similar, though rarely identical, semantic 
frame reference in the Target Language (TL) as was intended by the Source Language (SL) and may be quantified 
by comparing alternate translations and choosing the one with the highest number of equivalent frame references. 
One of the factors which could be considered detrimental to the production of a successful translation, as defined 
above, is the (un)translatability of cultural terms. Cultural terms, defined here as expressions referring to concepts 
or entities that are unique to a certain culture, are believed to be untranslatable. This paper uses Arabic VISUAL 
frames referencing the Egyptian garment ǧal-labiy-ya (or ǧilbāb) as an example and argues that (un)translatability 
can be quantified using semantic frames based on the assumption that all SL terms have multiple frame references, 
some of which, mostly the ones indicating denotative meaning, have parallels in the TL while some others, mostly 
the ones indicating connotative meaning, do not. The degree of (un)translatability may, therefore, be quantifiable 
by observing which TL terms possess a higher rate of similar frame references in SL, which aids in the evaluation 
of translated texts in terms of relative equivalence and the degree to which the Target Text (TT) audience receives 
similar information to that received by the Source Text (ST) audience. 
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1. Introductory Notes 

1.1. The Translation of Cultural Elements 

The translation of cultural elements, expressions denoting concepts or entities that are unique 
to a certain culture, presents an issue that seems to almost constantly yield opinions tending 
toward the conclusion that cultural elements are, to various degrees and for various reasons, 
untranslatable. However, the absolute untranslatability of cultural elements is disproved by the 
existence of hundreds of translated texts full of such elements. Though quality might be 
disputed, the fact that they are indeed translations is indisputable. Any text has a degree of 
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untranslatability to it, whether it is cultural or linguistic; it can be claimed, however, that certain 
elements can never be translated adequately due to the limited existence of equivalent or, less 
ambitiously, similar semantic frames in the Source Language (SL), although adequacy remains 
relative. 

The question, however, is not whether a term is translatable, but rather how translatable it 
is in the given context. The premise of this study is that there is a grey area between the fully 
translatable and the fully untranslatable where terms are partially translatable based on how 
many of the total number of SL frame references activated by the SL reader can be similarly 
activated by the Target Language (TL) reader. This means that the higher the percentage of TL 
frames activated by the TL reader that are also activated by the SL reader, the more successful 
the translation is considered. This gives translators, editors, and academics a mental gauge by 
which to assess the success of a TL text and attempt to augment its faithfulness to the SL text or 
otherwise identify the areas which are truly untranslatable and prioritize accordingly in terms 
of time and effort. Whereas past studies of the same topic focus on proving, or otherwise 
disproving the applicability of English-based frames in creating parallel lexicon fragments in 
other languages to be used in translation, the present study focuses on examining what happens 
when the English-based frames are not applicable.  

1.2. Semantic Frames and Translation: Lexicons and Typologies 

According to Boas (2013), the use of frame semantics to create translation resources, both for 
automated and manual translation, was largely motivated by the creation of the FrameNet 
Project (Lowe, Baker, & Fillmore, 1997), an annotated, corpus-based English lexicon employing 
the principles of Frame Semantics. The idea was to create parallel annotated lexicons based on 
the original English lexicon in order to streamline the translation process, as suggested by 
Fillmore & Atkins (2000), Petruck & Boas (2003), and Boas (2002; 2003; 2005) (Boas, 2013). 
The process of creating parallel frame-based lexicon fragments based on English frames has 
been successfully performed in a diverse set of languages including Japanese (Ohara et al., 2004), 
Spanish (Subirats & Petruck, 2003), and German (Burchardt et al., 2009), but Arabic has only 
been significantly subjected to small-scale, frame-based analyses as recently as 2009 (Abdul-
Baquee & Atwell, 2009).  

Although previous studies rely heavily and almost exclusively on FrameNet for their data 
analysis, the present work also introduces the semantic frame typology originally introduced by 
de Vega (1984), and later adapted by Rojo (2002 a&b). This is due to the fact that FrameNet 
tags are a complex system designed primarily for artificial intelligence purposes. The typology 
used in this research, however, is a more simplified system targeting manual translators and 
proofreaders. Its hierarchical system makes it easier for a translator or a researcher in the field 
of manual translation to keep track of the frames used in the text, thus providing a fast and 
effective quantification tool.  

De Vega identifies the five most basic frames as VISUAL (frames decoding visual perception, 
such as the content one normally sees within a room), SITUATIONAL (scripts) (frames indicating 
knowledge of common situations, such as going to school or the hairdresser), DOMAIN (frames 
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guiding discourse production and understanding), SOCIAL (frames organizing social 
knowledge) and SELF-CONCEPT (frames indicating each person’s perception of themselves). 
SOCIAL frames are furthermore divided into generic frames, such as ‘intelligent person’ or ‘shy 
woman’, and themes, such as social roles and relationships.  

Rojo (2002 a&b) uses Frame Semantics to analyze the translation of cultural elements and 
humor from Spanish into English through dividing the concepts in the Source Text (ST) into a 
frame typology and comparing it to the frames in the TT, which is also the method used in the 
present study. The frame typology employed in these studies is a modified version of de Vega’s 
typology resulting in the following frames: VISUAL frames, SITUATIONAL frames, TEXT_TYPE 

frames, SOCIAL frames and GENERIC frames. She also divided de Vega’s SOCIAL frame into four 
sub-types: INSTITUTIONAL frames (indicating systems created by society), GEOGRAPHICAL 

frames, SOCIAL STATUS frames, and INTERPERSONAL frames.  
Of the aforementioned typology, the present study uses VISUAL frames in SL (Modern 

Standard Arabic) and TL (English) as an example of the semantic void resulting from frame 
incongruence between the two languages involved in the translation process. The present study 
also applies a modified version of the typology based on its more extensive data, where SOCIAL, 
GENERIC, and SITUATIONAL frames are the same, but TEXT_TYPE frames are expanded into 
TEXTUAL frames, which includes the sub-frames TEXT_TYPE and RHETORICAL_DEVICE, and 
VISUAL frames are expanded into PERCEPTUAL frames, under which various sensory/perceptual 
frames fall.  

1.3. What are VISUAL Frames? 

In the original frame typology (de Vega, 1984 and Rojo, 2002), the term visual frames was used 
independently to indicate the cognitive interpretation of the visual perception of objects and 
situations. For the purposes of this study, VISUAL frames are regarded as part of the larger, more 
extensive PERCEPTUAL frame in order to cover a wider spectrum of objects, situations, and 
events. In this case, PERCEPTUAL frames are decoded by what the reader has experienced through 
the use of the senses which form their knowledge of the physical world. Perception, including 
vision, is essentially one of the tenets of cognitive semantics. The ability of the brain to formulate 
descriptions of what it sees and hears, forming images of the world around it, indicates the close 
link between cognition and perception (Gärdenfors, 1999). When reading a text, the reader 
invokes knowledge of things previously seen, smelled, tasted, heard, or touched, in order to gain 
a full understanding of the information encoded within the text. In cases where the encoded 
PERCEPTUAL frame does not exist in the Target Text (TT) reader’s repertoire, there will be a gap 
in the stream of information decoded throughout the processing of the TT.  

It can be argued that perceptual universals exist in some cases where the encoded 
information is not exclusive to the SL and/or SC. For example, water is something that would 
be decodable to any reader, regardless of where they are from or which language has helped 
shape their knowledge of the world, since any reader can visualize the (usually) colorless, 
odorless fluid they use for drinking and washing. However, although it may seem a word like 
bird could receive the same treatment, since birds are rather ubiquitous creatures occurring 
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almost everywhere, decoding a seemingly simple sentence like I saw a bird, even though it 
would receive the same translation  ًرأيت طائرا raɁaytu ṭāɁiran, would involve the visualization 
of different birds in the cognitive process of text interpretation. This becomes more complicated 
with visual interpretations of such things as commercial brands, which may not be readily 
available in the Target Culture (TC), or things exclusive to the ST, such as a Middle Eastern 
dance or a Scottish haggis. In this case, instead of the cognitive, real-world property of 
perception being linked to the anchoring lexical item in the text, there exists a void where an 
image should be invoked. This could lead to one of two outcomes: (a) the item is undecodable 
to the TT reader due to its non-presence in their culture (and therefore in their linguistic 
repertoire) or (b) the item exists in a different form or manner from the one encoded in the ST, 
in which case the TT decodes a different, though sometimes relatively connected, form of 
knowledge than the one intended by the ST. For example, a North African reader might have 
issues decoding I saw an emu, which will not evoke the PERCEPTUAL frame of a large bird 
indigenous to Australia unless the reader has encountered the term or the bird prior to reading 
the text. On the other hand, the generic term bird will evoke images of different birds in the 
minds of different readers, depending on what is considered a generic bird in their SC.  

1.4. The Premise of the Study: Comparing VISUAL Frames 

The study is based on the assumption that each and every lexical unit in any given language 
possesses multiple layers of frame references, some of which, mostly the ones indicating 
denotative meaning, have parallels in the TL while some others, mostly the ones indicating 
connotative meaning, do not. The degree of (un)translatability may, therefore, be quantifiable 
by observing which TL terms possess a higher rate of similar frame references in SL, which aids 
in the evaluation of translated texts in terms of relative equivalence and the degree to which the 
Target Text (TT) audience receives similar information to that received by the Source Text (ST) 
audience.  

The study uses data extracted from three modern Egyptian novels (Aunt Safiyya and the 
Monastery, Taxi, and Zaat) and their translations by three different translators. The different 
backgrounds of the Source Texts contribute to the richness of data and place it on a wider 
spectrum in terms of frame reference and translation. Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery is a 
modern classic set in Upper Egypt in the deep, often neglected South. It discusses unrequited 
love, honor, and vengeance against the backdrop of major events in Egyptian history. Zaat, a 
work of extremely dark humor chronicling the life of a lower-middle class Egyptian woman, 
also uses national headlines to frame the events of the novel, spanning across five decades and 
three presidents. Taxi is a part-Standard, part-Colloquial collection of stories largely based on 
the author’s real-life conversations with taxi drivers in the Egyptian capital.  

The methodology of the study may be summarized as follows: 
1. Data is compiled from the three aforementioned texts, modern Egyptian novels and their 

translations by three different translators. 
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2. A detailed analysis of both the ST and the TT is performed based on the proposed frame 
typology, detailing both primary PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL frames and secondary SOCIAL, 
SITUATIONAL, GENERIC, or TEXTUAL frames.  

3. Frame reference equivalence, or the lack thereof, is quantified by comparing TL frames to 
SL frames and calculating the percentage of SL translatability.  

4. Untranslatable frames are assessed and other options with a higher rate of equivalence are 
considered, where necessary.  

5. If none exist and the rate is still inadequate, supplementation by such means as footnotes 
and/or paraphrase is considered. 

2. Data and Analysis: Gallabiyya and Jilbaab1 

Much like any concept or entity exclusive to a specific culture, traditional clothes common in 
the Source Culture (SC) may cause a lexical/perceptual gap in the TT due to the reader’s 
inability to visualize them. Measuring the success of a translation involving an SL term that does 
not exist in the TL involves the prior knowledge that perfect equivalence is not possible. The 
objective in this case is, therefore, not to achieve a one hundred percent rate of identical frame 
reference, which would be possible in other cases, but rather to reach a combination of the 
highest possible degree of similarity plus the lowest possible degree of interference of TL 
reference, since the latter may lead to the SL, and therefore the SC reference to be lost in 
translation, thus compromising the quality of the cultural experience of the TL reader. A 
ǧal-labiy-ya is a traditional rural garment worn by both men and women in Upper Egypt and 
the Delta of the Nile, in addition to the numerous variations worn in other Middle Eastern 
countries. The word ǧal-labiy-ya is a more colloquial term, the standard term being ǧilbāb. In 
Modern Standard Arabic, the word ǧilbāb has no frame references other than those associated 
with GENERIC→UPPER_EGYPTIAN/NILE_DELTA, PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→CLOTHING_ITEM, and 
the appropriate MALE/FEMALE reference, depending on the person wearing it in the ST, in 
addition to a SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS frame, since wearing a ǧal-labiy-ya is often associated 
with the unurbanized, which, within the subculture and the modern trend towards 
urbanization, might indicate social inferiority. 

The treatment of the term in all three texts highlights three different approaches to 
transferring the VISUAL frame from the SL into the TL, especially given the secondary frames 
involved in the analysis of the term. The following sections highlight this treatment and how 
the frame reference congruence rate and the interference of TL frame references impact the 
success of the final product.  

                                                      
1  This is the spelling used in the TTs, a simple, non-academic transliteration asymmetrically employing both the 

voiced plosive velar consonant g characteristic of Egyptian Colloquial Arabic (ECA) and the voiced fricative 
post-alveolar consonant ǧ characteristic of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) as seen in the translation of Aunt 
Safiyya and the Monastery. The asymmetry, therefore, mirrors that of the TT. In cases where it does not directly 
refer to the exact words used in the TTs, the in-text transcription used in the present work relies on the 
standardized voiced fricative post-alveolar consonant ǧ characteristic of transliterated Arabic in academic texts, 
which is based on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).  
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2.1. Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery 

Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery is set in Upper Egypt. This leads to many of its lexical units 
being cultural terms deeply rooted in the GENERIC→UPPER_EGYPT frame, which itself carries 
numerous sub-frames and is accompanied by a number of adjacent frames under the main 
frame. The term ǧilbāb, which the translator chooses to transliterate depending on the gender 
of the wearer, is a prime example of how misinterpreting one or more of the many sub-frames 
encoded by a certain term can result in misrepresenting the term in the TL and automatically 
causes the TL reader to decode a perceptually inaccurate, or completely different, image when 
reading the TT. As can be observed in the examples cited below, the translator uses ǧilbāb in 
reference to the garment when the wearer is male (1, 2, 3) and ǧal-labiy-ya when the wearer is 
female (4, 5, 6), even when the SL term is ǧilbāb in both cases: 
 

  

عليه سوى والصديري والفانلة حتى لم يبق  الجلبابوطللت أتابع في رعب حربي وهو يقاوم أربعة رجال ينزعون عنه 
 سرواله الطويل.

 
Wa ẓalaltu Ɂutābiʕu fī ruʕbin ḥarbī wa huwa yuqāwimu Ɂarbaʕati riǧālin yanzaʕūna ʕanhu 

al-ǧilbāba waṣ-ṣedīrīy-ya wal fanil-la ḥatta lam yabqa ʕalayhi siwā sirwālahu aṭ-ṭawīl 

 
Terrified, I continued to follow Harbi with my eyes as he struggled with the four men who were stripping 

him of his gallabiyya, vest, and undershirt until nothing was left but his long underpants.  

 

  

في ذهول إلى ذلك كله حتى أنه لم يرني..ولسبب لا أدريه انحنى يرفع من فوق الزرع طربوش البك الذي  عووقف أبي يتطل
وهو يكرر "لا حول ولا قوة إلا باL". جلبابهتدحرج بعيداً وراح ينفضه ويمسحه بكم   

 
Wa waqafa Ɂabī yataṭal-laʕu fī ḏuhūlin Ɂilā ḏālika kul-lihi ḥat-ta Ɂan-nahū lam yaranī..wa li-sababin 

lā Ɂadrīh inḥanā yarfaʕu men fawqi az-zarʕi ṭarbūshi al-bīk al-laḏī tadaḥraǧa baʕīdan wa rāḥ 

yanfuḍuhu wa yamsaḥuhu bi-kum-mi ǧilbābahu wa huwa yukar-rir “lā ḥawla walā quw-wata il-lā 

bil-lāh” 

 
My father stopped, and stared in horror at the scene before him. He didn't even see me. I don’t know why, 
but he bent down and lifted up the bey’s tarbush, which had rolled away into the flowers. He stood 

brushing it off and wiping it with the sleeve of his gallabiyya, saying over and over, “There is no strength 
or power, except in God.” 

 

   
وأمسك فأساً حين كان بشاي يعزق الأرض لكي يعزق معه جلبابهوذات مرة رأيت حربي وقد خلع   

 
Wa ḏāta mar-ratin raɁaytu ḥarbī wa qad xalaʕa ǧilbābahu wa amsaka faɁsan ḥīna kāna bishāy 

yaʕzaqu al-Ɂarḍa likay yaʕzaqa maʕhu 
 
One day when Bishai was working in the field, I saw that Harbi had removed his gallabiyya and picked 
up a hoe in order to help him. 
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وربما أيضاً لبست البدلة التي أذهب بها إلى المدرسة بعد  .جديداً  يداً وطاقية جديدة وحذاءجد جلبابًاوفي الصباح كنت ألبس 
يها أمي. أخرج مع أبي، أتخلف عنه خطوة واحدة. يعانق هو من يلقاه في الطريق ويلقي عليه بتحية العيد. لا يلبس أن تكو
يلبس جبة وقفطاناً مكويين عند كواء مخصوص في الأقصر يستخدم مكوة الرجل.  لفي هذا اليوم، ب جلبابه  

 
Wa fī aṣabāḥi kunto Ɂalbasu ǧilbāban ǧadīdan wa ṭāqiy-yatan ǧadīda wa ḥiḏāɁan ǧadīdan. Wa rub-

bamā Ɂayḍan labistu al-badlata al-latī Ɂaḏhabu bihā ilā al-madrasati baʕda Ɂan takwīhā Ɂum-mī. 

Ɂaxruǧu maʕ Ɂabī, Ɂataxal-lafu Ɂanhu xutwatan wāḥidatan. yuʕāniqu huwa man yalqāhu fī aṭ-ṭarīqi 

wa yulqī ʕalayhi bitaḥiy-yati al-ʕīd. Lā yalbasu ǧilbābahu fī hāḏa al-yawm, bal yalbasu ǧub-batan 

wa qifṭānan makwīyayni ʕinda kaw-waɁin maxṣūṣin fī al-Ɂaqṣur yastaxdimu makwati al-riǧl 
 
In the morning I was wearing a new gallabiyya, skullcap, and shoes. I may also have been wearing the suit 
I went to school in, freshly ironed by my mother. I went out after my father, staying one step behind him. 
He embraced everyone he met in the street and gave him the traditional holiday greeting. On this day he 
wasn’t wearing his gallabiyya. Instead he wore a jubbah and caftan, which had been ironed at a presser’s 
shop in Luxor specializing in men’s garments. 

 
  

الطويل الأسود ومن  الجلبابلا أتحدث عن أنها خلعت الفساتين التي كانت تلبسها في السراي وبدأت تلبس مثل بقية نسائنا 
الخلالية حين تخرج. هفوق  

 
Lā Ɂataḥad-daṯu ʕan Ɂan-nahā xalaʕat al-fasātīn al-latī kānat talbasuhā fī al-sarāy wa badaɁat 

talbasu miṯla baqiy-yati nisāɁana al-ǧilbāba al-ṭawīla al-Ɂaswada wa men fawqihi al-xilāliy-yati 

ḥīna taxruǧu 

 
I’m not talking about the fact that she stopped wearing the dresses she had worn at the palace and began 
wearing, like the rest of our women, the long, black jilbaab with the peasant robe over it, any time she 
went out. 

 
  

 ً والطرحة  بالجلبابكالتجاعيد بدأت تظهر في وجهها وفي رقبتها. ولم تعد تكتفي  لا أعرف تفسيراً لما حدث. ولكن خطوطا
 حين تكون في البيت بل كانت تربط أيضاً منديلاً عريضاً أسود حول رقبتها.

 
Lā Ɂaʕrifu tafsīran limā ḥadaṯ. Wa lākin xuṭūṭan kat-taǧāʕīdi badaɁat taẓharu fī waǧhihā wa fī 

raqabatihā. Wa lam taʕud taktafī bil-ǧilbābi wa al-ṭarḥati ṭīna takūnu fil bayti bal kānat Ɂayḍan 

tarbuṭu mindīlan ʕarīḍan Ɂaswadan ḥawla raqabatihā 
 
I know no explanation for what happened. But lines, like wrinkles, began to appear on her face and neck. 

She no longer wore only the jilbaab and the veil when she was at home, but took to wrapping a wide black 
kerchief around her neck as well. 

 

The issue here goes beyond the unjustified distinction in the TT between ǧilbāb and 
ǧal-labiy-ya. Although in the SL ǧal-labiy-ya and ǧilbāb are used interchangeably to describe 
the same type of long, flowing garment for both men and women, ǧilbāb has also taken on a 
more religiously-inclined nuance as the Islamic dress for women. This is the nuance which has 
been transferred into English, where the term jilbaab (or jilbab) has become widely accepted as 
the Islamic dress code for women due to the fact that the term was mentioned in the Quran in 
the context of women’s modest dress. The term can be found in Muslim media targeting 
English-speaking Muslims, such as pamphlets and websites, as well as traditional Muslim 
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jurisprudence texts, both modern and ancient, and publications discussing Muslim lives and 
issue in general (see: Renard (2012), Emon et al. (2012), O’Hagan (2006), Merali (2006), Ameli 
and Merali (2004), Abdul Rahman (2003), Al-Fauzan (2003), Samiuddin & Khanam (2002), 
among others).  

The fact that the translator of Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery chooses to use jilbaab for 
the dress worn by the female protagonist is problematic. It gives the dress a spiritual sense that 
does not exist in the ST, changing the frame reference from PERCEPTUAL→ 

VISUAL→WOMEN'S_DRESS→UPPER_EGYPT and GENERIC→UPPER_EGYPTIAN_WOMAN to 
PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→WOMEN'S_DRESS_MUSLIM, with the secondary frame references 
SOCIAL→INSTITUTIONAL→MODEST and GENERIC→MUSLIM_WOMAN. Whereas the ST terms 
ǧal-labiy-ya and ǧilbāb simply and interchangeably refer to the traditional dress worn by 
Upper Egyptian and Delta men and women, regardless of what faith they practice, the TT 
evokes a specific religious affiliation which does not exist in the ST. Besides the transliteration, 
the translator also uses the following glossary entries: 

Table 1: Glossary Entries from the translated text of Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery 

gallabiyya long robe-like garment, traditionally worn by Egyptian peasant men. In winter, other 

clothes might be worn underneath, including a pair of long underpants. 

jilbaab long garment similar to a gallabiyya 

 
The entries inaccurately define the ǧal-labiy-ya as a garment worn exclusively by men, 

which may be true in other cultures where the ǧal-labiy-ya is common, such as Sudan or 
Somalia, but not in Egypt, where the term applies to both genders, whereas it does not identify 
the ǧilbāb as exclusive to women, although the usage within the translation of the text assumes 
this stance.  

The frame congruence issue here is that the garment in question does not exist in the TL in 
the same manner that it does in the SL, which leaves a lexical/perceptual gap in the TT. Instead, 
the TL term used in reference to the garment has a radically different frame reference, which 
fills the void with the wrong frame reference and an inaccurate footnote, not only removing the 
appropriate reference, but also transplanting a misleading alternative. The frame reference of 
the SL, therefore, does not correspond to that of the TL, which leads to a quantifiably 
unsuccessful translation (Fig. 2): 
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Table 2: Frame Congruence Analysis for ǧilbāb in Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery 

SL Frame Reference TL Frame Reference 

C
o

n
g

ru
en

ce
 

ǧ
il

b
ā

b
 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 

GARMENT→MAN/WOMAN 

gallabiyya PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 
GARMENT→MAN 

- 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 

GARMENT→UPPER_EGYPT 

(footnote) PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 
GARMENT→UPPER_EGYPT 

+ 

- 
jilbaab PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 

GARMENT→WOMAN 
- 

- 
PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

WOMEN'S_DRESS_MUSLIM 
- 

- 
SOCIAL→INSTITUTIONAL→ 

MODEST 
- 

 GENERIC→MUSLIM_WOMAN - 

 
The issue may be quite simply resolved by unifying the TL term in the same manner that 

was intended in the SL, either through the use of ǧal-labiy-ya to avoid the religious 
connotations that come with ǧilbāb, or through the use of ǧilbāb in addition to a more detailed 
footnote explaining the difference. Since the events take place in a part of the world where the 
term ǧal-labiy-ya covers the garment worn by both genders, regardless of religious affiliation, 
it may be safer to transliterate both as ǧal-labiy-ya and include an explanatory footnote to avoid 
adding any frame references not present in the ST. 

2.2. Zaat 

Zaat, on the other hand, references different types of ǧal-labiy-ya (or ǧilbāb, since the author 
uses them interchangeably), some of which have more social than geographical indications. The 
novel, which takes place in a strictly urban setting, uses the term ǧal-labiy-ya to refer to a variety 
of garments: 
(a) Loose garments worn by men and women at home. The men’s garment resembles the 

traditional ǧal-labiy-ya worn by men in the Delta and Upper Egypt, except it could also 
have short sleeves and more embellishments. 

(b) White, loose garments, though less loose than the traditional Egyptian ǧal-labiy-ya, 
different varieties of which are worn by men in Gulf states, also known as a ṯawb. In this 
particular text, the men who wear such garment are ones who assume a more religious air, 
usually a factitious one.  

(c) A more ambiguous reference to a woman wearing a ǧilbāb at a hospital, although it is hard 
to discern from the context whether the garment represents where the woman is from or 
her socioeconomic status. In an urban setting, a woman wearing a ǧal-labiy-ya/ǧilbāb 
outside the house is either expressing her geographical identity as belonging to the Delta 
or Upper Egypt, or belongs to a lower socioeconomic class. The definitions overlap since, 
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in the deeply stratified SC, an individual from Upper Egypt or the Delta who is introduced 
into an urban setting is, more often than not, regarded as being socially inferior, regardless 
of economic status.  
Although the author uses the term ǧal-labiy-ya and ǧilbāb interchangeably in the ST, the 

translator uses ǧal-labiy-ya for both, possibly to avoid activating the RELIGIOUS frame observed 
in the previous section. However, this is done without providing an explanation of the term, 
which is not part of the English lexicon or the general awareness of the TL reader. This adds the 
problem of visualization blockage to the already existing issue of the TL reader’s inability to 
appreciate the hidden social meaning of the garment in this particular text due to its complexity 
and the expected lack of profound knowledge of the SC, although it may be argued that the 
garment may be loosely visualized based on the context. Additionally, unlike Aunt Safiyya and 
the Monastery, where a ǧal-labiy-ya is an expected garment in its natural environment, which 
was explained, albeit inadequately, at the beginning of the text in a glossary entry, Zaat’s urban 
setting provides the optimal background for the author’s use of the ǧal-labiy-ya as a social 
device, adding a SOCIAL frame component to the preexisting PERCEPTUAL one. It must, therefore, 
be noted that the following analysis of the examples from Zaat entails the resolution of the 
PERCEPTUAL frame blockage in the TT by providing a footnote or a glossary entry before the text 
describing what a ǧal-labiy-ya looks like, the latter being more practical due to the recurrence 
of the term throughout the text. 

The success of the translation of the term ǧal-labiy-ya/ǧilbāb in Zaat, therefore, is 
dependent on the addition of supplementary information in the form of a footnote or in-text 
explanation of the garment in order to activate the SOCIAL frame and augment the PERCEPTUAL 
frame in order to resolve the semantic void seen in the figures below.  

The first example, a description of a female patient at an impoverished inner city state-run 
hospital, has frame references that reflect SOCIAL indications along with the PERCEPTUAL frames, 
namely SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS→INFERIOR and GENERIC→LOWER_SOCIOECONOMIC_STATUS 
(based on a combination of the garment and the settings), alongside the main PERCEPTUAL 
frame, PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→WOMAN'S_DRESS:  

 
  

اللون حول صدغها الأيمن ورقبتها أسود وشبشب، معصوبة الرأس بمنديل، انتشرت بقعة داكنة جلبابامرأة في  [...]  
 
[...] ɁimraɁatun fī ǧilbābib Ɂaswadin wa shibshib, maʕṣūbati al-raɁsi bi-mindīl, Ɂintašarat buqʕatun 

dākinatun ḥawla ṣadġihā al-Ɂayman wa raqabatuhā 

 

[...] a woman in a black gallabiya and flip-flops with a scarf tied around her head, and a dark blotch 
extending over her right temple and neck 
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Table 3: Frame Congruence Analysis for ǧilbāb in Zaat (Example 1) 

SL Frame Reference TL Frame Reference 

C
o

n
g

ru
en

ce
 

ǧ
il

b
ā

b
 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

WOMAN'S_DRESS 

ga
lla

bi
yy

a 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

WOMAN'S_DRESS 
(from context not lexical unit) 

+ 

SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS→INFERIOR - - 

GENERIC→LOWER_SOCIOECONOMIC_ 

STATUS 
- - 

 
In the next example, however, the social nuance is more subtle, as the image of the 

winceyette ǧal-labiy-ya may be more commonly associated in the SC background of the ST 
reader familiar with Egyptian culture in the 1980’s with a lower to lower-middle class 
background, activating the frame SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS→INFERIOR and GENERIC→ 

LOWER_SOCIOECONOMIC_STATUS. This is a frame that was easier to decode in the previous 
example based on the setting of the inner city hospital, which facilitates the activation of the 
LOWER_SOCIOECONOMIC_STATUS frame. The TT reader, on the other hand, is not able to invoke 
the same image for lack of SC background. This leads to a secondary SOCIAL frame void but not 
a major primary VISUAL one, as the context helps the TT reader recognize the garment as 
something resembling a housecoat.  

However, the overall frame of the passage when Zaat visits her college friend Safiya, whose 
descent into poverty and squalor in her older years is decipherable throughout the entire scene, 
makes up for the missed subtle reference by having the same indication 
SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS→INFERIOR, on which it elaborates with the details of Safiya’s lower 
socioeconomic conditions:  

 
  

وم، بشائر الجيوب أسفل مناسبة أخرى لمزيد من قبلات الوجنات ولتأمل آثار الزمن: الخيوط البيضاء في الشعر الملم
الكستور، بالإضافة إلى شئ آخر في نظرة العينين أو مسحة الوجه أو لون البشرة،  الجلابيةالعينين، الثديين المتهدلين تحت 

 لا علاقة لها بصفية القديمة، أو لعلها الحركة البطيئة المتمهلة لمن كانت تمشي وكأنها تقفز.
 
Munāsabatun Ɂuxrā li-mazīdin min qublāt al-waǧnāti wa li-taɁam-muli Ɂāṯāri al-zaman: al-xuyūṭ 

al-bayḍāɁ fi aš-ṣaʕri al-malmūm, bašāɁiri al-ǧuyūbi asfal al-ʕaynayn, aṯ-ṯadyayni al-mutahad-

dilayni taḥta al-ǧal-labiy-ya al-kastūr, bil-Ɂiḍāfati Ɂilā šayɁin Ɂāxarin fī naẓrati al-ʕaynayn Ɂaw 

masḥati al-waǧhi Ɂaw lawn al-bašara, lā ʕilāqata lahā bi-ṣafiy-ya al-qadīma, Ɂaw laʕal-lahā al-ḥaraka 

al-baṭīɁa al-mutamah-hila li-man kānat tamšy wa-kaɁan-nahā taqfiz 
 
Another excuse for more kisses on the cheeks, and to contemplate the effects of time: the white strands in 
the tied-back hair, the signs of impending bags under the eyes, the sagging breasts under the winceyette 

gallabiya, as well as something else in the eyes, or the expression on her face, or the color of her skin that 
had nothing to do with the Safiya of long ago. Perhaps it was the slow deliberate movements of one who 
used to walk with a healthy spring in her step. 
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Table 4: Frame Congruence Analysis for ǧal-labiy-ya in Zaat (Example 2) 

SL Frame Reference TL Frame Reference 

C
o

n
g

ru
en

ce
 

ǧ
a

l-
la

b
iy

-y
a

 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

WOMAN'S_DRESS 

ga
lla

bi
yy

a 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

WOMAN'S_DRESS 
(from context not lexical unit) 

+ 

SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS→INFERIOR - - 

GENERIC→LOWER_SOCIOECONOMIC_ 

STATUS 
- - 

 
On the other hand, another type of ǧal-labiy-ya in Zaat comes with different frame 

references, PERCEPTUAL, GENERIC, and SOCIAL. This gallabiyya, a more form-fitting design 
commonly called ṯawb and worn by men in the Gulf, is used in this text as a marker of the neo-
religious wave of Egyptians returning from the Gulf with imported ideologies and sensibilities, 
or otherwise as a sign of religiousness, be it authentic or factitious. These instances carry the 
main perceptual frame PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→MEN'S_GARMENT→GULF, as well as the 
secondary frame GENERIC→RELIGIOUS (in the case of the first example) and SOCIAL→ 

SOCIAL_STATUS→SUPERIOR and GENERIC→PRETENTIOUS (in the second example). The non-
VISUAL frames are harder to translate, in which case the translator will rely on the TT reader’s 
understanding of the underlying meaning of the text as a whole, rather than the interpretation 
of the term in isolation: 

 
  a. 

من أيديهم بيضاء ناضعة وصنادل جلدية تبرز منها أصابع أقدامهم العارية وتتدلى المسابح جلاليبرجال ملتحون في   
 
Riǧālun multaḥūn fī ǧalalībin bayḍāɁin nāṣiʕati al-bayāḍ wa ṣanādilin ǧildiy-yatin tabruzu minhā 

Ɂaṣābiʕa Ɂaqdāmihim al-ʕāriya wa tatadal-lā al-masābiḥa min Ɂaydīhim 
 
Bearded men in gleaming white gallabiyas and leather sandals with their bare toes sticking out, prayer 
beads dangling from their hands [...] 

 
b. 

على وجه التحديد، استؤنفت المقاطعة في أعقاب زيارة من ذات وعبد المجيد لابن عمته، في شقة أمه المتواضعة بأحد أزقة 
ين سعودية ناصعة البياض ورصانة واعتداد جديد جلابيةدية. استقبلهما في السيدة، بمناسبه عودته من التدريس في السعو

 عليه (..)
 
ʕalā waǧhi al-taḥdīdi, estoɁnifat al-muqāṭaʕatu fī Ɂaʕqābi ziyāratin men ḏāt wa ʕabdilḥamīdi l-ibni 

ʕam-matihi, fī šaq-qati Ɂum-mihi al-mutawādiʕa be-Ɂaḥadi Ɂaziq-qati al-say-yida be-munāsabat 

ʕawdatihi min al-tadrīsi fī as-suʕūdiy-ya. Istaqbalahumā fī ǧal-labiy-yatin saʕūdiy-yatin nāṣiʕat al-

bayāḍ wa raṣānatin wa iʕtidādin ǧadīdayni ʕalayh [...] 
 
To be precise, the boycott was resumed after a visit by Zaat and Abdel Maguid to his cousin, who lived 
with his mother in a humble flat in a small alley in Sayyeda Zeinab, on the occasion of his return from 
Saudi Arabia where he had been working as a teacher. He greeted them in a gleaming white Saudi 
gallabiya, and with a composure and confidence that he had not had before. 
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Table 5: Frame Congruence Analysis for ǧal-labiy-ya in Zaat (examples 3a and 3b) 

SL Frame Reference TL Frame Reference 

C
o

n
g

ru
en

ce
 

ǧ
a

l-
la

b
iy

-y
a

 PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

MEN'S_GARMENT→ GULF 

ga
lla

bi
yy

a 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→GARMENT 
(from context not lexical unit) 

+/- 

GENERIC→RELIGIOUS (3.A) Context +/- 

SOCIAL→SOCIAL_STATUS→SUPERIOR 

(3.B.) 
Context +/- 

 
As can be surmised from the data in the chart, the interpretation of the PERCEPTUAL, as well 

as the SOCIAL frame in these two examples relies largely on context rather than the inherent 
frame reference of the lexical unit itself, in which case the congruence rate depends on whether 
the TT reader succeeds at capturing the nuances of the text without further explanation on the 
part of the translator.  

A third type of ǧal-labiy-ya in Zaat is the doorman’s display of his regional origins in the 
form of a full Upper Egyptian outfit, including the Upper Egyptian ǧal-labiy-ya. In the ST, the 
term بلدياته baladīy-yātuh, meaning compatriot (which could be used in reference to any region 
in Egypt, but is more commonly used in reference to Upper Egypt), along with the general 
description of the man’s outfit, provide a subtle hint to the region from which he comes, hence 
providing a context for the ǧal-labiy-ya. In the TT, the translator avoids the subtlety by 
transforming the hints into an open statement that the man and his companions were from 
Upper Egypt, which decodes the frame reference GENERIC→UPPER_EGYPTIAN_MAN: 
 

  

البنية والحذاء فعندما وصل إلى منزله بعد الظهر، وجد عم صادق البواب في كامل ملابسه الرسمية (لبدة الرأس واللفاعة 
الصوفية السابغة بفتحة الصدر الكاشفة عن صديري من القصب المقلم)، مقتعداً دكته ومن حوله ثلاثة  الجلابيةذو الرقبة 

عندما  منه رجال متبايني الأعمار، في ملابس مماثلة، يبدو من هيئتهم ونظراتهم المتسائلة أنهم من بلدياته، وهو ما تأكد
 قرأهم السلام.

 
Fa-ʕindamā waṣala Ɂilā manzilihi baʕda al-ẓuhri, waǧada ʕamm ṣādiq al-baw-wāb fī kāmili 

malābisihi ar-rasmiy-ya (libdati ar-raɁsi wa al-lifāʕati al-bun-niy-ya wal-ḥiḏāɁi ḏū ar-raqabati wal-

ǧal-labiy-yati aṣ-ṣūfiy-yati as-sābiġati bi-fatḥati aṣ-ṣadri al-kāšifati ʕan ṣidīriy-yin min al-qaṣabi al-

muqal-lami), muqtaʕidan dik-katihi wa men ḥawlihi ṯalāṯati riǧālin mutabāyini al-Ɂaʕmār fī 

malābisin mumāṯila yabdū min hayɁatihim wa naẓarātihim al-mutasāɁila Ɂan-nahum min baladiy-

yātih, wa huwa mā taɁak-kada min-hu ʕindamā qaraɁahum as-salām.  
 
For when he arrived home that afternoon, he found Amm Sadeq the bawwab dressed in his official regalia 

(felt skullcap, brown scarf, boots, and long wide woolen gallabiya open at the chest to reveal a striped 
waistcoat underneath) sitting on his bench with three men of different ages wearing similar clothes 
standing around him. Their appearances and questioning, bewildered expressions indicated that they too 
were from Upper Egypt and only recently arrived in the city. This was confirmed when Abdel Maguid 
gave the Islamic greeting. 
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Table 6: Frame Congruence Analysis for ǧal-labiy-ya in Zaat (example 4) 

SL Frame Reference TL Frame Reference 

C
o

n
g

ru
en

ce
 

ǧ
a

l-
la

b
iy

-y
a

 PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

ETHNIC_GARMENT→MAN 

ga
lla

bi
yy

a 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 
GARMENT→MAN (Context) 

+ 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ 

ETHNIC_GARMENT→UPPER_EGYPT 
PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 
GARMENT→UPPER_EGYPT  
(in-text explanation) 

+ 

 
According to the frame congruence chart, this may be considered the most successful 
translation of the term ǧal-labiy-ya in the TT, since it manages to convey the full range of ST 
frame references using both contextual clues and in-text explanation. 

2.3. Taxi 

Taxi, a novel based on true events, recounts the author’s numerous taxi rides in Cairo and his 
conversations with the drivers, reflecting everything from the Egyptian socio-political climate 
in the twenty-first century to the drivers’ personal anecdotes and views on soccer and marriage. 
Accordingly, the setting of the text, just like Zaat, is almost exclusively urban except for the one 
mention of the author’s trip to a rural community where he encounters a woman in a 
ǧal-labiy-ya. The translation of the SL term is treated in a third way, which is translating the 
description of the garment rather than its name, thus transferring the full range of frame 
reference using both in-text explanation and contextual clues:  

 

ويتدلى من أذنيها قرط من المركز. قروية جلابيةومرت من جانبي امرأة جميلة تلبس   
 
Wa mar-rat bi-ǧānibī imraɁatun ǧamīlatun talbasu ǧal-lābiy-yatan qarawiy-yatan wa yatadal-lā 

min Ɂuḏunayhā qirṭun min al-markazi 
 
A beautiful woman walked past me wearing a long village-style dress and pendant earrings bought from 
the nearest provincial centre hanging from her ears. 
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Table 7: Frame Congruence Analysis for ǧal-labiy-ya in Taxi 

SL Frame Reference TL Frame Reference 

C
o

n
g

ru
en

ce
 

ǧ
a

l-
la

b
iy

-y
a

 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 

GARMENT→WOMAN 

ga
lla

bi
yy

a 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→ETHNIC_ 
GARMENT→WOMAN  

+ 

PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→WOMEN'S_ 

GARMENT→EGYPTIAN_VILLAGE 
PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→WOMEN'S_ 

GARMENT→EGYPTIAN_VILLAGE 
+ 

GENERIC→EGYPTIAN_PEASANT_ 

WOMAN 
GENERIC→EGYPTIAN_PEASANT_ 

WOMAN 
+ 

 
This provides the reader with a chance to visualize the dress worn by the woman as a 

traditional village-style garment and, instead of leaving the TT reader wondering what a 
ǧal-labiy-ya was, it would be possible to imagine something corresponding to the frame 
PERCEPTUAL→VISUAL→WOMEN'S_GARMENT→EGYPTIAN_VILLAGE and GENERIC→EGYPTIAN_ 

PEASANT_WOMAN. 

3. Conclusion 

The use of semantic frames to quantify the accuracy and success of a translation is a simple and 
convenient method to compare the ST and the TT in terms of the number of semantic frames 
encoded in each and the number of frames the TL reader is capable of decoding based on the 
TT. The more congruent the ST and TT semantic frames are, the more accurate the outcome 
is. Utilizing this method by translators and editors will increase the chance of producing a TT 
that is closer to the intended meaning of the ST, which guarantees a richer, more colorful 
experience for the TL reader, who is now capable of decoding the same message in the TT that 
the SL reader can decode in the ST.  

This is especially important in the case of VISUAL frames, which play a pivotal role in the 
transmission of the wide array of elements forming a scene in a narrative text, helping the TL 
reader visualize the events and the elements which constitute the scene. Although inaccuracy is 
transmitting VISUAL frames may, at times, seem trivial, especially compared to more extensive 
frames, such as SOCIAL or GENERIC frames, the extent to which it impacts the TL reader’s 
understanding of the TT varies depending on the extent of inaccuracy and the importance of 
the description in the context of the text. 
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